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As a bit of history, the fuel
rulemaking dates back to JAA
times (Joint Aviation Authorities)
and was taken over by EASA in
2008. IATA suggested to adapt the
EU-OPS fuel policy in 2009, which
was later used by ICAO to upgrade
the existing general guidance in
the Annex 6. This resulted in ICAO
Doc 9976 providing guidance
in prescriptive regulation and
performance-based
variations,
becoming the new standard.

The new rules are the final result
of EASA’s Rule Making Task
(RMT.0573) to include a new fuel
policy, based on performancebased principles.

On 30th October 2022 new EASA
fuel rules will come into effect.
(Regulation (EU) 2021/1296 and ED
Decision 2022/005/R.)

The main purpose of the quite
elaborate revision was threefold:
»
To harmonize with FAA and
ICAO standards
»
To incorporate a more
environmentally efficient fuel
planning / management concept
»
To offer more flexibility to the
operators on their fuel planning
and management.

To support the implementation
of the new framework, EASA
proposed a series of webinars,
aimed at explaining the rules and
answering questions from the
authorities, operators, pilots etc.
First webinar took place on the
7th July 2022, and the 2nd one on
21st September 2022.
In 2022 and 2023 EASA will
complement the new regulatory
package on fuel/energy planning
and management with relevant
safety
promotion
material,
including EASA fuel scheme
manual and safety promotion
leaflets, website, and video.

Main
changes
THE CHANGES INTRODUCED WITH THIS UPDATE ARE NUMEROUS AND WILL HAVE A DIRECT IMPACT
ON THE FLIGHT CREW. FOR EXAMPLE, FLIGHT PLANNING IS AFFECTED AS WELL AS THE FUEL
MANAGEMENT DURING FLIGHT. SOME CHANGES ARE ALREADY COMMON PRACTICE (SUCH AS THE
ADOPTION OF THE “MINIMUM FUEL” CALL OR THE FIXED ALTERNATE PLANNING INCREMENTS
USED BY FAA AND IN ETOPS), WHILE OTHERS REQUIRE MORE ATTENTION. NEW RULES ALLOW
INCREASED FLEXIBILITY (I.E. LESS FUEL USE), PROVIDING AN OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
BENEFIT (0.3 TO 1.8% FUEL SAVINGS). IMPORTANTLY, THEY RELY ON THE MATURITY OF THE
OPERATOR’S MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND OPERATING CAPABILITIES, AND ON THE AUTHORITY
RESPONSIBLE FOR PERFORMING INSPECTIONS.

CURRENT RULES STRUCTURE

NEW POLICY STRUCTURE
as of 30 Oct 2022

»

»

Fuel planning / in-flight replanning

policy:

Prescriptive

with

possible

Basic fuel scheme: Prescriptive. 5%

CONT fuel (no special requirements, idem

variations

current situation)

»

In-flight fuel management policy:

»

»

Selection of aerodromes & planning

Prescriptive
policy: Prescriptive

Basic fuel scheme with variations. 3%

CONT fuel or a statistical CONT fuel (some
requirements for the operator e.g. ERA,
fuel consumption monitoring program)
»

Individual fuel scheme. Fuel can be

reduced based on certain criteria (see
below).
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MAIN CHANGES IN SHORT
ECA COMPILED A SHORT OVERVIEW OF THE MAIN CHANGES AND ASSESSED THE
CONSEQUENCES FOR THE FLIGHT CREW.

Discretionary fuel or “SCD” fuel, at the
discretion of the commander, will appear
explicitly on the flight plan and is not part of
extra or additional fuel.
The concept of fuel schemes is introduced:
it encompasses not only planning (-MPA-180)
and alternate selection (CAT-OP-MPA-182) but
also considers flight and fuel management
(CAT-OP-MPA-185) and the execution.
The inclusion of a third pathway / scheme
which is performance-based. This will mean
three basic schemes:
1.A
basic
scheme
with
prescriptive
requirements such as a fixed CONT (5 % trip
fuel) – similar to the old regulation.
2. A basic scheme with variations, for example
the use of a fuel ERA (with 3% CONT) or a
statistical CONT fuel.
3. An individual fuel scheme, IFS, for ‘mature
operators’. This new, performance-based –
scheme should be approved by the NAA as
being as safe as the other options. EASA has
formulated criteria for this assessment in
the Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC)
on maturity and capability of operator in
fuel planning, flight following and fuel data
management and on the capabilities of
authorities on oversight (ARO).
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The new regulations are more in line
with ICAO. Flat weather increments are
introduced (as with ETOPS and FAA) for
planning minima for alternates and fuel
ERAs, for both type A and B approaches
which are easier to implement than the
former downgrade options. Gusts must be
included in the planning phase.
The fuel management policy for helicopter
operations is matured and more in line with
fixed wing operations.
The minimum fuel call is integrated in the
regulations. This includes a requirement for
the flight crew that they shall inform ATC in
case of minimum fuel.
“Hot” fuelling with an engine or rotor
running is better regulated with respect to
risk management and training of personnel.
The inclusion of non-fuel-based energy;
fuel / energy is replacing fuel to also include
electric, hydrogen fuel cell and hybrid
energy.
New planning minima will apply –
increments for visibility and ceiling
change for easier application and in
with ICAO; wind gusts must be taken
account.

the
will
line
into
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IMPROVEMENTS
CHANGES THAT MEAN AN IMPROVEMENT AGAINST THE CURRENT FRAMEWORK:
SCD fuel is explicitly introduced and will
be specified as discretionary fuel at the sole
discretion of the commander. Extra fuel
will be separately addressed as fuel needed
for operational issues, anticipated delays,
Minimum Equipment List (MEL) items, which
are known beforehand. Additional fuel in
planning is covering the legal requirements for
enroute diversions in case of engine failure or
decompression.
A safe landing
is now defined which is
important for the risk assessment in the
fuel schemes. A ‘safe landing’ means, in the
context of the fuel/energy policy or fuel/
energy schemes, a landing at an adequate
aerodrome or operating site with no less than
the final reserve fuel/energy remaining and
in compliance with the applicable operational
procedures and aerodrome operating minima.
For the basic fuel scheme and the fuel
scheme with variations, wind gusts will be
included in the planning. Minima will have
fixed increments for planning (similarity with
Canadian/ETOPS). This makes planning simpler
for type A approaches.
Flight monitoring, following and flight
watch is explained, as well as the required
qualification and oversight of personnel
involved. Flight monitoring is required for the
basic fuel scheme with variations and for the
IFS.
Approval and continued oversight of IFS
is based on competency, i.e. on authority
inspector’s capabilities, operator’s capabilities,
maintenance reliability of fleet, areas of
operation, CNS capabilities, training and
experience of personnel, and data collection.
These items are noted in the guidance material
(GM) as explanation to the rule and should be
considered. The operator’s requirements for an
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IFS are defined as “should”: safety performance
system and monitoring, computerized flight
planning, aircraft monitoring, flight monitoring,
communication etc. (see AMC 1 CAT.OP.MPA
180, Individual Fuel Scheme).
Every fuel scheme (option 1, 2 or 3) will be
assessed on all three aspects separately and
together: planning, alt selection, execution.

The result is more overlap with existing ICAO
standards and recommendations.

Anticipated track and delays should be
covered in the actual flight plan and in the extra
fuel respectively, not in CONT fuel. CONT fuel is
designated for unforeseen circumstances.

A two-year timeframe is specified as a proper
basis for statistical fuel consumption, to be
used in a fuel scheme with variation or IFS.

Data protection is touched upon in relation to
recording of fuel data/inflight fuel checks: “The
operator should establish a procedure for the
data to be de-identified to a level that ensures
the implementation of a just culture.”

On GNSS: the operator should select an
aerodrome as a destination alternate
aerodrome only if an instrument approach
procedure that does not rely on a GNSS, is
available either at that aerodrome or at the
destination aerodrome.

Hot fuelling regulations (fuelling with an
engine running) are introduced and address
oversight, training of personnel and the
inclusion of safety management principles. For
both fixed wing and helicopters.
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POINTS OF CONCERN
When considering the safety outcome of a
fuel scheme, it is considered safe when the
flight finishes safely without fuel emergencies.
Proper inflight fuel management may correct
imperfections during planning. This is not
in line with the basic principle that planning
should be sufficient in itself and allow for a safe
flight.
Fuel energy was introduced to allow for other
energy sources. This may raise concerns as
electric energy has other properties and may
prove to be more dependent on atmospheric
circumstance and state of battery.
Unfortunately, the guidance for NAAs and
inspectors on how to assess the performancebased fuel scheme of individual operators, is
not incorporated in a Certification Specification
(CS), which was the original proposal (compare
for
instance
with
performance-based
navigation, reflected in CS). The regulations
are now depicted as a “soft” rule in AMC
and the guidance material. This leaves more
room to the individual NAA to approve and
keep oversight on such a scheme (for all EU
States). The GM (ARO.OPS.225) indicate a list
of elements to consider. The oversight of a
Certification Specification lies solely with EASA
with established expertise.

For the IFS, an example is given to reduce
alternate fuel by leaving out go-around fuel. A
decision point may be introduced in the vicinity
of the destination (but not the threshold) from
where the alternate fuel is being calculated.
This possibility is not supported by ECA as it
could compromise safety.
The approval of an individual fuel scheme may
be rejected or revoked when the operator has
not resolved the relevant findings, or when
there are unacceptable open findings. ECA
supported a stronger mandate and language.
In case of a “Minimum Fuel” call, the
requirements for the captain are clearly
defined, but not for ATC (as in ICAO PANS-ATM).
No-alternate flight planning is still approved.
However, the new definition of a safe landing
can prove to be a safeguard against further
daily implementation of this option. ECA
foresees safety issues on workload and in
case of major disruptions when this option is
used on a large scale. This existing exemption
on the standard rule of having an alternate
was meant for the occasional time where the
aircraft range was insufficient.

To assess the safety of the fuel scheme,
authorities and inspectors should be trained
and have guidelines. These are depicted in
guidance material (GM), as explanation but
could be interpreted as guidance only.

To conclude, the basic fuel scheme with possibly variations may not contain too many surprises and
the changes are in line with ICAO. However, for the individual fuel scheme, attention must be paid
to the actual safety performance and compliance, as well as to proper oversight by the national
authority.
As the person taking final responsibility for the flight – the pilot – should be more aware of and pay
attention to the operator requirements, for instance on proper fuel data, fuel management and flight
monitoring, to guarantee the same safety margins with less block fuel.
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GLOSSARY
Additional Fuel
Amount of fuel that allows the airplane to proceed, in the event of an engine failure or loss of
pressurization, from the most critical point along the route to a fuel en route alternate (fuel
ERA) aerodrome in the relevant aircraft configuration, hold there for 15 minutes at 1 500 ft (450
m) above the aerodrome elevation in standard conditions, make an approach, and land.
Alternate aerodrome
(take-off, enroute, fuel ERA of destination alternate) – an aerodrome where necessary services
and facilities are available, where aircraft performance requirements can be met and is
operational at the expected time of use. Normally a flight shall be planned with an alternate
aerodrome. ECA states in its Fuel Policy Paper (2017) that planning with no alternate shall be
restricted to exceptional circumstances, i.e.that the flight cannot be planned with all traffic load
and alternate fuel. In the new rules, the planning minima have been changed to include fixed
increments for type A, B and circling approaches.
Contingency fuel / energy
Fuel/energy required to compensate for unforeseen factors that can have an influence on the
fuel/energy consumption to the destination aerodrome (so any foreseen circumstance should
be included in basic or extra flight plan fuel/energy). Unforeseen factors may differ based on the
capabilities of the operator and the applicable fuel scheme.
Contingency fuel (statistical method)
These regulations are not new but have been transferred to the new GM2 CAT.OP.MPA.181
‘Basic fuel scheme with variations — contingency fuel statistical method, CAT.OP.MPA.181(c)
(3)’. Statistical fuel is different from the performance-based IFS, as it only captures statistical
fuel data, which is to be valued by the flight crew, and does not imply a safety assessment. It is
essential that pilots understand how statistical contingency fuel works through proper training
and background information on the fuel statistics.
Destination Alternate fuel (non-IFS)
The amount of fuel required from the missed approach point at the destination aerodrome
until landing at the alternate aerodrome.
Destination Alternate fuel (IFS)
Amount of fuel to cater for a safe flight to the alternate aerodrome (may be based for
example on the fuel from the Initial Approach Fix (IAF) to the alternate), derived from a safety
assessment.

Discretionary fuel (SCD fuel)
A dedicated quantity to indicate the fuel/energy required at the sole discretion of the
Commander. It may not be encouraged or discouraged.
Extra fuel
Fuel for anticipated delays or specific operational constraints (e.g. MEL items).
Flight following
The most basic version of flight services: recording in real time of departure and arrival
messages by operational personnel to ensure that a flight is operating and has arrived at the
destination or alternate aerodrome.
Flight monitoring
Means in addition: operational monitoring by suitable qualified personnel and requires
communication of all available and relevant safety information and assistance in the event of an
in-flight emergency or security issue or on request by the flight crew.
Flight watch
In addition, flight watch includes the active tracking of a flight by suitably qualified operational
control personnel to ensure that the flight is following its prescribed route, without unplanned
deviation, diversion, or delay. Usually done by automatic position reporting (via ACARS).
Flight Operation Officer (FOO)/ flight dispatchers training
A new AMC has been added to the Air OPS rules with a training program for those FOO/flight
dispatchers whose tasks and responsibilities include flight monitoring and flight watch. The
training requirements are brought in line with ICAO (Doc 10106).
Fuel / Energy
Energy for propulsion, to include the future use of other energy sources for propulsion, such as
electric, hybrid and hydrogen.
Fuel/Energy scheme
A fuel/energy scheme combines planning with execution (CAT.OP.MPA.180) for a holistic
approach to offer flexibility to the operator and increases the importance of inflight fuel
management. A fuel/energy scheme consists of:
»

a fuel/energy planning and in-flight re-planning policy;

»

an aerodrome selection policy;

»

an in-flight fuel/energy management policy.

Individual fuel/energy scheme (IFS)
Allows for variations from the basic fuel schemes for “mature” operators, with an equal or
better level of safety, and approved by the competent authority (see IFS approval). The required
capabilities for operators are further explained in the new AMC3 CAT.OP.MPA.180. Opportunities
are: reduction taxi-out fuel; reduction of alternate fuel, adjustment of contingency fuel
calculations.

IFS approval
The individual fuel scheme and any change must be approved by the competent authority. The
competent authority must have qualified staff and guidance for oversight (AMC1 ARO.OPS.225)
and verify the operator’s capabilities, areas of operations, communications and navigation
equipment, training, maintenance and fuel data analysis and low-fuel event records.
The competent authority must, in summary:
»

verify that the operator has demonstrated the baseline safety performance of the operator’s

»

assess the operator’s management system and operating capabilities (GM3)

»

and plan an oversight program.

current fuel/energy scheme (acc to GM2 CAT.OP.MPA.180),
»

verify that the proposed IFS achieves an equivalent level of safety,

Guidance criteria are introduced to guide the competent authorities when making operational
safety risk assessments to support the application of fully performance-based fuel/energy
schemes, see AMC2 ARO.OPS.225 (c).
Inflight replanning
In-flight replanning means voluntarily changing the destination aerodrome, any alternate
aerodrome, or the remainder of the route after the flight commences (in line with ICAO
definition). The modified flight plan should fulfill all requirements of a new flight plan. In case
of replanning for other reasons than anticipated (weather, safety, passenger), the in-flight fuel
management policy is applicable.
Minimum fuel
This call is now included in the regulations as part of the inflight fuel management procedures
for flight crew. The commander shall advise air traffic control (ATC) of a ‘minimum fuel/energy’
state by declaring ‘MINIMUM FUEL’ (according to the existing EASA SIB2013-12 and ICAO Doc
9976 Fuel Planning Manual) when the commander has:
»
»

committed to land at a specific aerodrome; and
calculated that any change to the existing clearance to that aerodrome may result in landing

with less than the planned final reserve fuel/energy.
Safe landing
In the context of the fuel policy/fuel schemes, a safe landing means a landing at an adequate
aerodrome with no less than the final reserve fuel and in compliance with the applicable
operational procedures and aerodrome operating minima. It implies that a landing on an
uncontrolled military airport without sufficient RFF is not considered as a safe outcome of a
flight.
Planning of flights
A flight should be planned using the most accurate information available, covering the
anticipated circumstances, expected route and delay.

